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iohn }li-lbank recently commented that 'the practice of "apologetics" has

fa11en into disrepute . .. in part due to the associations that cling to the worc

itsell which suggests, at worse, that one must apologise for something, anci

at best, that one must defend a doubtful or compromised positionlt Milban'<

observes that apologetics has come to mean'a theologically secondary exercise

which involves 'not the exposition of the faith, but the defence of the faiti

on grounds other than faith'2 where the aim might be to demonstrate tha:

another person has missed the authentic wider ground. This, as Milbar:s

sees it, would'appear to be beyond the apologetic remitl3

Michael Jensens book sydney Anglicanism: An Apologya avoids mos:

of these problems of apologetics to which Milbank refers and agrees ui--

Milbank that it is time to reconsider the role of apologetics. Jensen helcs

the reader to see that the exposition of faith always includes a dimensic---
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of apology but, at the same time, an apology must contain a strong con_
fessional element. He does however at times lapse into discussion of how
Anglican traditions other than the evangelical Anglican and specifically the
sydney Anglican have missed the authentic wider ground. This is beyond
the remit of apology.

Apology convinces precisely because it persuades through an imaginative
presentation of belief and at the same time includes reasoned claims within
a particular tradition. fensen's apology does these things and discusses the
strong confessional elements behind what is known as sydney Anglicanism
in a clear, persuasive and imaginative manner, allowing the read.er to under-
stand what drives the tradition of sydney Anglicanism. His narrative provides
a testament to faith in one part of the Anglican communion by affirming
the supremacy of scripture, by the use of reason and by an appeal to the
evangelical and Reformed tradition predominant in sydney Anglicanism.
There is a clear sense that ]ensen's apology is a narrative, an argument,
a confession and an imaginative witness in the name of the divine, or as
socrates interpreted by Plato would say, before the city; the wider expanse of
the Anglican Communion and Anglican theology. The differences betr.r'een
sydney Anglicanism and other parts of the Anglican Communion are
clearly marked and, indeed in relation to Anglican Eucharistic theologr,. a

multiformity of views is admitted. There is an individualin'. none::.e-.ss.
in )ensen's apology for Sydney Anglicanism which he does no: ::1. t- i.-*;
nor should he, since it is one voice amongst many in the Ar:s-rc::: ::. j.:- _:-

|ensen develops this voice in many places with pride anc e::::*:.:!::, : j :
particular expression of Anglicanism. His apologr.is ins:l*c::.",. :_: :-- _ ,=
who want to understand Sydney Anglicanism.

|ensen's apologyis not some weak thing but rarher co-- a:.: _:'r:.,.
tive where the reader is left is no doubt about a Reformec a::
commitment to, among other things, a particular meth.o: c:
Scripture called'Biblical Theology' (chapter 3)5 and proposl:-;:.:
tion (chapter 4)6 or, as he would call it,'verbal revelation'- \,,.rer;
self-disclosure is basically verball8 |ensen also reaches ber-oni r::.= s, .,--= ,

agenda and gives an accurate and balanced assessment of Richarcj .r- - :..=: s

approach to revelation arguing, as Hooker did, that scripture is supre=. : *:
that reason and tradition have an important and necessary part to pla,, ---
Anglican theology.e Throughout the book Jensen's argument sees reason a_<
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an important God-given gift, assisting people to hear the words of scripture
and to interpret the tradition.

|ensen is firmry committed to the evangelicar and Reformed tradi-
tion of sydney Anglicanism arguing in a reasoned way, in harmony with
other makers of the tradition including his own father, peter fensen the
Archbishop of sydney, that 'reveration is not the proper nouns ../esus
Christ'l but the proposition, ")esus is Christ, the Lord,,l1o This tradition of
propositional revelation rests on God-given reason. w"hen Jensen says ,the
.,rire \\brd became flesh, as the New Testament claims, then surely that;r::le \\brd can inhabit words too'11, it would be hard for any Anglican to:''a;:::- 50ffre -{ngricans, especially in any d.iscussion of sacramentality,
=:-.' r--:'n*.-ir'.: \\-ant to expand the argument and say that the divine word:1: : s: ;hablr e-xperience and nature. To be fair |ensen admits that God
-s --="."': j n human experience and nature but insists that it is through the'"''--:: :r--;. ".r'e rruiv apprehend his revelationi12 The words ,truly 

appre-hend,
-::r:-'; :..e appLcation of reason as the word is apprehended, trrrough tr,e
::ac,i-iois of Biblical Theorogy and propositionai reveration, and arso that--:.e o:her means of reveration, such as human experience and nature, are
nor as truh'the means whereby a person apprehends as through the word.
other Anglicans may disagree but it is not Jenseni purpose or need in such
an apology for Sydney Anglicanism to explain the positions of others.

In chapter ro of his apology Jensen considers ,hut n" calls ,The 
Great

Cause?'13, that is lay presidency or, as sydney Anglicanism prefers, ray
administration. He assumes that the need. for iuy pi"ria"rcy is apparent,
since 'most sydney Anglicans' see it 'as an approfriate reform of church
order in the light of scripture' and that such u mo,ne is ,entirely 

consistent
with the Reformation convictions of the sydney dioceseila The reader is left
to wonder how ]ensen knows the mind of ,most 

sydney Angricansr Does he
merely know the mind of a smail part of the tradition - perhaps some of
those who have voted for it in synod or argued for it in various publications?
The claim that it is'entirely consistent'with Reformation convictions is also
interesting since the Reformers such as Archbishop Thomas cranmer neyer
make any mention of or suggestion about ray pr"sid"ncy of the Eucharist.

For Jensen it seems that the reason for advocating lay presidency liesin the fact that scripture makes no mention of a priest presiding at the
Eucharist and so such questions are seen to be second order questions of
church order alone and therefore open for Sydney Anglicanism to introduce
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lay administration, despite the scriptural direction that ,all things should
be done decently and in order'1s and despite the probable leadership of the
elders in the community of faithl6 which may have included worship. It must
be recognised however that'as far as eucharistic presidency is concerned
there is no indication anywhere in the New Testament of an explicit link
between the Church's ofice and presiding at the EucharistllT

Article XX of the Thirty-Nine Articres sayshowever that the church has
power to decree rites and ceremonies and to be the authority in controversies
of faith. It also says that it is not lawful for the church to ordain any thing that
is contrary to God's word as written in the Bibre. The Angrican Reformers,
who acknowledged the supremacy of Scripture, envisaged. nonetheless that
the president of the Eucharist would be a priest and it is clear in the rubrics
of the fi62 Book of common prayer (BCp) thatthe priest wi, say the prayer
ofConsecration - not a deacon and not a ray person. such a direction bv the
166z BCP is not contrary to scripture but fails within the confines of church
order, which the Anglican Church has always used to regurate its corporaie
life as Hooker, and indeed /ensen himseli ciaim is the case.

when /ensen addresses the matter of church order he quores i:cr-:
Article xxxiv of the Thirty-Nine Articres, referring to a secrior:, ci :r_s
Article that says:

it is not necessary that Traditions and Ceremonres be :r
all places one, and utterly like; for all times the'har.e beer
divers, and may be changed according to the diversities of
countries, times, and men,s manners, so that nothing be
ordained against Godt word. ... Every particular or national
Church hath authority to ordain, change, and abolish,
ceremonies or rites of the Church ordained only by mant
authority, so that all things be done to edifying.

It is interesting to note that he leaves out the middle section of this article,
as indicated by the three dots in his quotation. Article xxxlv makes a fairry
strong statement, saying in the omitted. section:

Whosoever through his private judgement, willingly and
purposefully, doth openry break the traditions and ceremo-
nies of the Church, which be not repugnant to the W.ord of
God, and be ordained and approved by common authority,
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ought to be :.cuked openly, (that others may fear to do the
like,) as he rhat olfendeth against the common order of the
Church, and hurteth the authority of the Magistrate, and
woundeth the consciences of the weak brethren.

If church order has decided that it is the priest who presides and. says the
Prayer of Consecration in the Eucharist then, on the basis of Article xxxlv
it seems that breaking that order is a serious matter. Breaking of such church
order is not done as a matter of private judgment or because most sydney
Anglicans see it as appropriate, even if scripture says nothing about it, or
on the basis of reasoned argument in a particular evangelical and Reformed
tradition of Anglicanism, but onry where the national church has decided
that this should be done. In our Austrarian context this means the national
church's making such a decision and so an individual diocese,s making a
decision on a particular issue which goes against the national church or
indeed the consensus of the worldwide Anglican Communion is creating a
break in church order before the mind of that national church or the wider
Anglican communion has been properry decided. This applies as much to lay
presidency as it does to any other matter of order. The ordination of women
to the priesthood was at one time not generaly accepted church order in the
national church but now it is, apart from a few dioceses including the diocese
of sydney, and so by extrapolation Article XXXIV now affirms the ordination
of women to the priesthood since the mind of the national church is now
substantially agreed on this matter of church order. The important matter
here is not that ceremonies and rites can be changed in national churches,
since the Article says they can be changed. The important matter, omitted.
by Jensen in his consideration of Article xxxlV is the matter of church
order and not changing it unless by decision of a national church. Unless
the changes are made by the legitimate decision of a substantial majority of
a national church in, say, the synod ofthat national church, then those who
make unapproved changes ought to be rebuked since they are offending
rightful authority and rvounding tender consciences. The logic follows with
issues other than la' presidenc' of the Eucharist, especially when there are
implications for the church as ri'hole. These are matters which our Anglican
communion in the \\-irisor Report:s has considered, as some provinces
move ahead of rhe :irc o: :he -\nelican communion to ordain gay people
as bishops, ro c:'a::.: s:r:.:-s.x:liarriages or, as bishops in certain parts
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of the Anglican Communion, to cross boundaries of authority to offer
episcopal oversight in a province other their own. These matters of ordina-
tion, marriage and episcopal oversight have offended church order, just as

lay presidency of the Eucharist offends, since there is no clear mind of the

Anglican Communion at this time. It does not help the Anglican Communion

as a whole if one province or diocese changes church order simply because

most people in that diocese see it as an appropriate change or because this
change accords with the beliefs ofa particular diocesan tradition, ahead of
the mind of a substantial part of the whole Communion.

Curiously )ensen argues that the 'celebration of the Holy Communion
by the ordained clergyman must surely convey that the ministry involved is

sacerdotallle Leaving aside the question that some celebrants of the Eucharist

may indeed be women, and not just a 'clergymanl the use of the word
'sacerdotal' to describe the function of the ordained priest in the Anglican
tradition is mistaken. Sacerdotal implies much more than priestly, not just

the celebration of the Holy Communion but rather the priest's taking upon
him or herself the offering of a sacrifice for the sins of others, both the
living and the dead, where the priest offers up gifts as a sacrifice for sin such

that the priest's actions perform this as a good work. This is not Anglican
Eucharistic theology since of course only Christ can do this. -\ correci
understanding of Eucharistic sacrifice does not invoh'e sacerio:J : r.:s:'.
action but this is another matter not to be pursued here. lo c.s::-:= ---.=

role of the priest in celebrating the Holy Communion as sac.::::a- -= , .

distinctly different from what the prayer books sar- abour -:.: ----::- .. -: .
priest. The t66z BCP describes the priestly function as 

'be ,::= :: :3 : -- -
authority to preach the Word of God, and to minister the :c -', S :,: : ::-:. :--.
in the Congregation, where thou shall lawfully be appoin:.: :l-.=:.-',::
A Prayer Bookfor Australia (APBA) has similar u'ords *':,ic:. :.---- :. ---.

faithful ministry of the word of God and God's holy sacramer:s.:' li= ::-::: :

function then is to preach the lMord and minister the Sac:an=r:s :: ,. :-
as to provide pastoral ministry. This is a function of presidine as --:.. =.::-
and providing unity in the congregation, representing not onlr'a :a-r--. ,:,-
church but the universal church byvirtue of ordination in the ch;:c-. --
God, as well as providing leadership in the whole community of faith. 3c,--:.

prayer books reserve the function of presiding at the Eucharist, u'hicn :s

much more than just saying the Prayer of Consecration but also includes

presiding over the Word, to the priest.
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Jensen also argues that iflav people can read the Scriptures, preach, pray

and assist at the Eucharist, then why is this one action of presiding at the

Eucharist restricted to the ordained priest. The answer lies in church order

governing the life of the Anglican Church in a reasoned and appropriate way

that is not opposed to Scripture. Ifthe church delegates authority by virtue

of ordination to the priest to preside over W'ord and Sacrament and to say

the Thanksgiving Prayer and if the church believes that this is not opposed

to Scripture, then it is a matter of church order based on the authority of

the church (Article XX) and a matter which supports the common order of
the church (Article XXXIV). Such a delegation of authority does not imply

that 'there is a special power in the ordination to pray the prayer of conse-

cration'22 or 'a quasi-mystical view of the effects of ordination'23 as ]ensen

argues, but that there is a specific function delegated to the ordained priest

which is not delegated as a function to lay people. There is indeed a'special

power' given to the priest in ordination which includes much more than

praying the Prayer of Consecration and this is nothing less than the gift of

the Holy Spirit for a specific function.In the t66z BCP the bishop's words

make this clear when he or she says, 'Receive the Holy Ghost for the office

and work of a Priest in the Church of God, now committed unto thee by

the imposition of our handsl2a It is the Holy Ghost who conveys the special

power that results in an 'ordering of priests'.ln APBA the bishop prays that

God will'send down the Holy Spirit upon your servant N, whom we set

apart by the laying on of our hands, for the office and work of a priest in the

Church'25 and it is by this special polver that the priest is 'set apartl allowing

the priest to 'take authority to preach the word of God, and to minister the

holy sacramentsl26 This delegating of a specific function to the priest by the

church, in the power of the Spirit, is not a distortion of the gospel as some

have claimed2T and with which fensen seemingly agrees2s but is a matter of

church order with scriptural warrant for the sending out of people to specific

functions by the laying on of hands. Delegating the function of presiding

at the Eucharist to the priest is not to say'that there is a higher priority in

this activity than in preaching the word of God'2e but merely to say that the

priest has a different function which the church has affirmed by ordination

and which is delegated to the ordained priest but not to the lay ferson. Lay

people and the ordained priest are equal before God in the sense that all are

members of the priesthood of all believers but at the same time they have

diffierent functions in the congregation and at the Eucharist, as is affirmed

iJtr
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in the ordinal. They are the same but different. To argue as ]ensen does that
'ifthe lay preacher can preach under the delegated authority ofthe ordained
minister, why can she not administer the Lord's Supper under that same
delegated authority?'3. really misses several points. First it misses the point
that church order directs that the ordained priest presides at the Eucharist.
second the ordained priest presides over both word and sacrament but the
lay person does not preside over either the word or the.sacrament, even if
the lay person preaches, reads the word or assists at the Eucharist. Third
the ordained minister does not have the authority according to the church
order we see in the fi62 BCP or APBA or according to the Anglican Church
of Australia to delegate authority to a lay person to preside at the Eucharist,
even though the ordained minister does have the authority to delegate the
authority to preach, read and assist. The whole question revolves around
church order and delegated authority that does not offend the supremacy
of the word of Scripture or indeed the Anglican formularies.

|ensen also argues that by restricting the celebration ofthe Eucharist
to the priest'the validity of the Lord's Supper is constituted by the one who
administers it and that ordination has more to do with the sacrament than
the ministry of the word131 To argue in this way is to mistake the matter
of church for some sort of special power which is exactlv *'hat Iensen has

previously argued against. Priests are ordained as the prar-er boo.s c:r:c:
to the faithful ministry of the word of God and God's holr-sac:a:re::s. l-...,
are not ordained to an 'activity'32 as lensen suggests, but to a l.r-:r;:- : :. .,." 

. _: --.

is affirmed by the church in ordination. This functlon is 5o::: : I ',,.'_ :1 ar,:
sacrament and it is the priest who presides ot,er both \rc:c a:.: :i::::-_=..:
in the Eucharist. The church in its lawful order has dec:i=: ::.": :----.=:s --.',
share in the ministry of the word and sacrament but ncl in ::.= :::-_:-:
function of consecration and this is clear in almost el'e:,,'::::: _:... =::. .:
book of the provinces of the Anglican Communlon.

Jensen also makes some comments concerninq cerrar:. a.::..:_- _:

and Reformation interpretations of what happens in the Euc:.a:.s:. '.". 
.- _.;

this is interesting and indeed part of the multiformiq'of theojcE-;"- ..-.:
philosophical assumptions underlying Anglican Eucharistic rheo-c--, :.--.:
from the beginning of the Reformation, it has very little to do u'ith a:.i".

suggestion to introduce lay presidency of the Eucharist. fensen susges:s
however that'advocating lay administration is a way of asserting the crec-
ibility of the evangelical view of the ministry of the sacramentsi33 This is

h$'
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hardly a gospel imperative to give credibility to one tradition and to argue
in this way may well be a distortion of the gospel, as some within Sydney
Anglicanism have claimed, for those who support exclusive presidency in the
Eucharist by an ordained priest. Ifhowever laypresidency ofthe Eucharist
is an outworking of the tradition of Sydney Anglicanism, reasoned on the
grounds that it is not a gospel issue, then it in fact becomes a matter of
church order requiring substantial agreement in the mind of the church
and not a matter of providing credibility for one tradition in opposition
to others and not a matter of one diocese proceeding without substantial
agreement in the mind of the church. There are of course other traditions
rr-ithirr ^\nglicanism in regard to what happens in the Eucharist and this is
ca:r of the multiformity of the Anglican tradition. using church order in
order to validate particular traditions and affirm their credibility hardly
seerrrs appropriate. It is more appropriate, however, that all recognise our
different traditions, respect them and live with them, knowing that not all
Anglicans will agree on what happens in the Eucharist, but that all agree
to live according to church order unless the mind of the church decides
on another form of church order. This is exactly what Article XXXIV is
speaking about when it says that traditions and ceremonies need not be in
all places one and that these may be changed in different places, lensen's
argument is difficult to understand in view of his later critical comments
on Nicholas Taylor's book Lay Presidency at the Eucharist?: An Angrican
Approach.3a )ensen says that Taylor romanticises 'the Anglican compromise
as a wonderful synthesis, instead of acknowledging that the ambiguify in
the formularies made possible, within the same ecclesiastical structure, the
presence of two mutually exclusive views of the Eucharistl3s This recogni-
tion of the multiformity of the Anglican Eucharistic tradition and denial of
an imagined synthesis is accurate and ]ensen is commended for embrac-
ing it but it stands in stark contrast to his rather exclusive and distorting
view that the evangelical tradition can gather credibility by implementing
lay presidency of the Eucharist without proper church order substantially
agreed by the mind of the church.35

The Articles certainly teach that customs may change to reflect new
contexts in the light ofScripture. The Articles also teach that such changes
should only be done according to the recognised authority ofchurch order.
It is not a matter of church order becoming more important than the gospel
itself as fensen suggestsi: but rather that church order is there to make

q8
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sense of and to regularise the life ofthe church, as long as that church order
does not offend scripture or the tender consciences ofbelievers. ordained
priestly presidency of the Eucharist is a matter of church order which does
not offend scripture. Moving ahead of church order before the church has
come to a mind on a particular issue can lead to problems, as the Anglican
communion has experienced in recent years, and it is for this reason that lay
presidency of the Eucharist has the potential to offend against the common
order of the church, especially if one section of the church moves in this
direction before the church has come to substantial agreement.

Michael Jensen has written a truly useful book restoring apologet-
ics in the christian tradition. Jensen's apology allows the reader to know
something more of the tradition that guides sydney Anglicanism and the
approach to reason that is behind that tradition. His book is well written and
researched and sets out in some depth what is important to the theological
thinking of sydney Anglicanism. His apology successfully debunks some
of the unfair criticisms that have been directed at sydney Anglicanism and
its particular theological method and expression. His book firmly sets out
the theological commitment of Sydney Anglicanism, and indeed his ou.n,
in a reasoned apologetic. ]ensen's explanation of these methods is Iogicallr'
presented within the legitimate assumptions of the evangelical tradition of
Sydney Anglicanism and as such contributes much to the o'erall understanc-
ing of the complexity of Anglicanism. There are horver-er a ten'occas:_:.s
where he assumes that others have not grasped the authenriq rrl:<: :: _ ---.:
and in so doing he betrays his own commitment to multiiorr:.::"- '.,, -:--,---

the Anglican Eucharistic tradition. He also argues that ri.e e,,'1:-:= : : :.-.:
Reformed tradition can use the implementation of lar. c:;s:c::r:r ---_ :--:
Eucharist to gain credibility for that tradition. This see=s :t =:-,-. : =- _ _

the remit of apologetics.
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